An approach to automatic modeling of individual human bodies using complex shape and pose information. The aim is to address the need for human shape and pose model generation for markerless motion capture. With multi-view markerless motion capture, three-dimensional morphable models are learned from an existing database of registered body scans in different shapes and poses. We estimate the body skeleton and pose parameters from the visual hull mesh reconstructed from multiple human silhouettes. Pose variation of body shapes is implemented by the defined underlying skeleton. The shape parameters are estimated by fitting the morphable model to the silhouettes. It is done relying on extracted silhouettes only. An error function is defined to measure how well the human model fits the input data, and minimize it to get the good estimate result. Further, experiments on some data show the robustness of the method, where the body shape and the initial pose can be obtained automatically.
Introduction
In the area of computer vision, researchers have been working for many years to obtain and analyze real 3D information of an object. Lots of new methods have been explored by researchers in the recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . As a special subject, the detection and recovery of human shapes and their 3D poses from images or videos are important problems in computer vision area. There are many potential applications in diverse fields such as motion capture, interactive computer games, industry design, sports or medical purpose, interfaces for human computer interaction (HCI), surveillance, and robotics. Accurate detailed human model can be used for markerless motion capture tracking a subject individual model, which includes information on both body shape and pose. Model-based motion capture is especially suited to markerless motion capture because it can constrain the search space by defining the degrees of freedom of the human skeleton. Initialization of human motion capture always requires the definition of humanoid model approximating the shape, appearance, kinematic structure, and initial pose of the subject to be tracked.
A lot of model-based pose estimation algorithms are based on minimizing an error function that measures how well the 3D model fits the images. So, the good initialization result is very important. The majority of algorithms for human pose estimation use a manually initialized generic model with limb lengths and shapes which approximate the individual. Automate initialization will improve the quality of tracking result. Accurate initialization is base of the right pose estimation. A limited number of researchers do the automate initialization to improve the tracking result by reconstructing 3D model of the subject from a single or multiple view images. Detailed 3D human shape and pose estimations from multiview images are still difficult problems that does not exist a satisfactory solution.
In this paper, as illustrated in Figure 1 , we use multiviews to recover a detailed 3D representation of the person. Our parametric representation of the body is based on a 3D morphable human model with an underlying predefined skeleton. The models are generated from a template mesh given by a deformable human model that is learned for a scan database [6] over 550 full body 3D scans taken of 114 undressed subjects. Previous contribution [7] estimates human shape and pose from multiple camera views using the popular SCAPE model, but it does not provide an underlying skeleton. We propose a method to automatically adjust a morphable human body model to fit the first frame of the markerless motion capture data. The goal of our job is to obtain a human body model as much adjusted as possible to the individual subject we are going to track. The estimated refined shape and skeleton pose serve as initialization for the next frame to be tracked. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In the following section, we will present the relevant previous work on detailed human model estimation. In Section 3, we describe the morphable model with PCA method and the predefined skeleton information. In Section 4, we present the visual hull model and get the initial pose parameters. In Section 5, we present the fitting algorithm in details. In Section 6, we demonstrate the estimation result of our solution. We will conclude this paper in Section 7.
Related Works
The papers [9, 10] present comprehensive survey of existing related techniques in motion capture research area of computer vision. A model-based markerless motion capture system can be broken down into four processes: initialization, tracking, pose estimation, and recognition. The initialization step is concerned with two things: the initial pose of a subject and the model representing the subject. Shape and pose initialization can be obtained by manual adaptation or using automatic methods, the latter methods still have some limitations, such as the requirement of a specific pose or predefined motion. The priori model can be of several kinds: kinematic skeleton, shape, and color priors. Many approaches employ kinematic body models, it is hard for them to capture motion, let alone detailed body shape. The majority of algorithms continue to use a manually initialized generic model with limb lengths and shapes which approximate the individual. Because of the difference of vision, the manual initialization often cannot get the well initialization result. Over the past 10 years, there have been substantial research works [11] [12] [13] [14] in the automatic initialization of human model shape from multiple view images. For improved accuracy in tracking, these approaches reconstruct an articulated model which approximates the shape of a specific subject. Because of few images, people cannot get the accurate body shape information, and furthermore, the shape of the subject can differ from person to person.
Our goal is to get the detailed shape and pose body model fast and accurately. Body shape is estimated from a singleview or a multi-view, which is performed by projecting the 3D model onto the images and building a cost function that minimizes the distance between the projected model and the 2D silhouettes. A popular parametric model SCAPE (Shape Completion and Animation for People) [15] is a data-driven method for building body shapes with different poses and individual body shapes. This model has recently been adopted as morphable model to estimate human body shape from monocular or multi-view images [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Balan et al. [7] have adopted this model closer to observed silhouettes to capture more detailed body deformations.
Most recently, the approach has been used to infer pose and shape from a single image. Guan et al. [17] have considered more visual cues, shading cues, internal edges, and silhouettes to fit the SCAPE model to an uncalibrated single image with the body height constrained. Sigal et al. [16] describe a discriminative model based on the mixture of experts to estimate SCAPE model parameters from monocular and multicameras image silhouettes. Chen et al. [20] proposed a probabilistic generative method that models 3D deformable shape variations and infers 3D shapes form a single silhouette. They use nonlinear optimization to map the 3D shape data into a low-dimensional manifold, expressing shape variations by a few latent variables. Pons-Moll et al. [21] proposed a hybrid tracker approach that combined correspondence based local optimization with five inertial sensors placed at a human body, although they can obtain a much accurate and detailed human tracker, they need additional sensors, and they use the 3D scan model. Lee et al. [22] present a near-automatic method to get a 3D face model by PCA according to the set of input silhouettes. However, for the initialization phase, the pose is known approximately as the subject adopts a specified position in most of papers, such as position or others. Many approaches still require manual or semiautomatic model positioning for bootstrapping the algorithm.
Benjamin et al. [14] presented a method for generic pose initialization, and it is for the skeleton pose and conclude the Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 coarse body shape information. Gall et al. [12] introduce an approach for global optimization that is for human motion capturing called as interacting simulated annealing (ISA), they use prior knowledge learned for training motion data as the soft constraint. Many algorithms are based on minimizing an error function that measures how well 3D model fits the image. Our approach is most similar to the work of Jain et al. [23] and Balan et al. [7] , but they both estimate pose parameters simultaneously and this will cost more time than estimating pose and shape parameters separately.
Our main contribution is proposing a new approach to automatic generation 3D shape and pose model fitting the multicameras images using a 3D morphable model. In our system, we get the individual human model with the same pose as the subject we are going to track automatically. Human shape and pose are captured by multiple synchronized and calibrated cameras. And we use background subtraction algorithm to extract body silhouettes [24] . The overview of our system is showed in Figure 1 .
3D Morphable Model
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a popular statistical method to extract the most salient directions of data variation from large multidimensional datasets. Our morphable model is based on scan database of [6] over 550 full body 3D scans taken of 114 undressed subjects. All subjects are scanned in a based pose, some subjects are scanned in 9 poses chosen randomly from a set of 34 poses. We apply the PCA model to this database [6] , a new human shape model can be generated by learning a linear mapping between shape parameters and PCA weights. Therefore, a human model is given by
where the human shape parameter is = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, is the th eigen human model, and 0 is the mean or average human model. Similar to [23, 25] , the morphable model is a combination of a bone skeleton with joints. Like Jain et al. [23] and Gall et al. [25] , we drive the body pose by a defined underlying skeleton manually, shown in Figure 2 . And the shape parameters can be described by PCA parameters. In our paper, we define 20 human PCA components like [23] . We define a kinematic chain, so the motion of body model can be parameterized by the joint angles. For many years, kinematic chains are widely used in human tracking and motion capture systems. The mesh deformation can be controlled by linear blend skinning (LBS) technique. If is the position of vertex , is the transformation of the bone , and , is the weight of the bone for vertex , LBS gives the position of the transformed vertex as
The bone weights for the vertices mean how much each bone transform affects each vertex. These weights are normalized such that ∑ , = 1. 
The Visual Hull and Pose Initialization
The pose of a human body model is modelled by a set of joint angles. The pose is computed using the skeleton curve from the visual hull based image silhouettes. The visual hull is the volume obtained from the interaction of the silhouette cones. The visual hull for the image sequences analyzed is shown in Figure 3 . Camera numbers and placements highly influenced the reconstruction quality of the visual hull. 3D volumetric reconstruction from images has long been an important and active research topic. Volumetric approach has been widely used to reconstruct the visual hull from silhouettes for its simplicity and robustness. We build our body model to fit multi-view images, and it just can be used for the markerless motion capture. Not like most of researches, people usually build the body visual hull model using voxel data. We want to get the visual hull mesh model. The visual hull construction process can be shown in Figure 4 .
Though the visual hull model from the silhouettes tends to overestimate the real body volume of the subject, we can still compute the skeleton pose using it. We use the Baran's algorithm [26] to rig the visual hull mesh model. We define a template skeleton and adjust the skeleton to fit inside the mesh by resizing and positioning its bones and joints. This adjustment can be treated as an optimization problem, which is to compute the skeleton adjustment that can fit better inside the mesh while maintaining as much as possible its resemblance with the defined template skeleton. The recovered position and joint angles of the visual hull can be used to initialize the optimization of the 3D morphable model pose parameters. The number of joints extract from visual hull mesh is 18, we just consider 15 joints not include the foot and waist joints. Like Pishchulin et al. [27] , we retarget the skeleton of 3D morphable model to the extracted 3D pose by computing inverse kinematics through minimizing the Euclidean distance between a set of corresponding 3D joint positions: namely, head, neck, thorax, pelvis, left/right knees, ankles, hips, elbows, and wrists. In Section 5, we describe the method of getting the shape parameters in details.
Fitting Human Model to Images
In this section, we describe our method for fitting model shape parameters to a set of input silhouette images. This step aims to deform the 3D morphable model to fit the given silhouettes. We assume the human initial pose of the articulated skeleton is known from Section 4. Then, the shape PCA parameters are the only variables that need to be estimated.
Correspondence between 2D Images and 3D Model.
The fitting is fundamental to 2D-3D correspondences. Let ( ) be an individual human model given a vector parameter = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, the fitting procedure determines the parameter vector so that the proposed 3D morphable model fits the given 2D silhouettes as well as possible. In the multiple cameras way, each camera has its own coordinates. We should transform the human body model local coordinates ( , , and ) into the image coordinates ( , ), this can be done by three steps: the first step is to transform the local coordinates into the world coordinates; the second is to transform the world coordinates into the camera coordinates and the last is to project the camera coordinates, into the image coordinates. The initial location parameters = ( 0 , 0 , 0 ), the center of the local human body coordinate in the world coordinates, which are estimated from the centroid of the visual hull generated from multiviews.
Let , = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ be an input silhouette body image captured by camera . ( ) is a silhouette image generated by projecting ( ) onto an image plane using the camera calibration parameters.
Shape Deformation.
If we define a cost function that measures the difference of two silhouette images, our goal is to find that minimizes this total penalty as follows:
for a suitable cost function . The solution of our problem can be expressed as a minimization of an error function depending on the correspondences shape parameters. We map the surface manifold of the vertex space of the body mesh onto the extract silhouette. And enable those pixels which correspond to contour vertices. We consider the problem of morphable model fitting body silhouette with image silhouettes.
We measure how close a given body shape hypothesis is to the input foreground silhouettes using the distance function between silhouette and like papers [7, 19] , an asymmetric distance between them in this case,
Mathematical Problems in Engineering for the numerator, where , = 1 for the pixels inside silhouette otherwise , = 0. , ( ) is a distance transform function and when the pixel ( , ) inside , the function , ( ) = 0, for the points outside , , ( ) is defined as the Euclidean distance to the closest point on the boundary of . For the denominator, it is a normalization term based on the size of the silhouette . As the Balan and Black [19] , we set the = 1.5 to achieve the effect of cameras depth invariance. Then, the distance between the projection of the 3D model points and the image observation is minimized with the model PCA weights parameters . We define the objective function like Balan and Black [19] as follows:
this function uses a symmetric distance to match the estimated and observed silhouettes over the camera views, but we only consider the shape parameters not including the pose parameters. We minimize it just to optimize a set of 20 principal shape components from all camera perspectives.
Experimental Results
In this section, we provide experimental results for our 3D morphable model silhouette fitting process described in Section 5. We test our system using a database of MPI08 [21, 28] (hb data set) provided by the University of Hannover, Germany, a person is captured with 8 HD cameras with a resolution of 1004 * 1004 pixels. The initial position of human model is computed from the visual hull centroid, and the human skeleton pose can be computed by the visual hull mesh. Our goal is to match the boundary contours between input and morphable models silhouettes. For computational efficientncy, we use the distance between the outline of one silhouette and the outline of the other and vice-versa can be used. Therefore, we have to measure the distance between the model contours and image contours. We choose the error function to be minimized, we fit our morphable model to images by iteratively minimizing the error in all views, and we estimate 20 PCA components for the 3D morphable human model. Figure 5 shows the final estimated results, we choose the first frame and the 25th frame to test. As we know, it is a difficult problem that estimates biometric parameters from a given 3D human model, and we do not know the ground truth values of this subject. We just compare it to the 3D scan model provided by Pons-Moll et al. [21, 28] . Figure 6 presents the compare result with the visual hull mesh and the scan model: the average distance is 0.075 mm, standard deviation is 16.16 mm, we can see that estimated human shape is very similar to the scan model except the hands part, for most of application, the hands parameter is not important.
Conclusion
Our system implements automatic initialization and gives right estimates. We have presented a method for estimating 3D human pose and shape from multi-view imagery. The approach based a learned 3D morphable human model using PCA method. The pose variation is due to the underlying skeleton. When we get the approximate body shape and pose we take into account not only the skeleton pose but also the nonrigid deformations of the human body shape. Then, we can obtain detailed human model shapes with full correspondence. The shape we computed can replace the 3D scan model in motion capture areas. However, in these cases the human body silhouette should be easy to extract from the image data. The subject should be in tight clothes in multi-view cameras (more than 5 cameras) and have no occlusion. And we do not use tracking algorithm, we fit the 3D morphable model for every frame independently. In the future work, we will consider more constraints on body shape, for the exposed parts of the body, the skin color can be constrained to add the fitting precision. And surface tracking will also be considered in the future.
